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Chapter 1

Crunch! The red autumn leaves below Prasiddha’s shoes crackled as she ran across 

“That was a lot of fun!” Prasiddha said as she began to shiver from the chilly Octo-
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Chapter 2
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making us all sick!”
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Chapter 3

win-win!”
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that feeling will go away!”
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Chapter 4

Praveen’s arm, the vaccine quickly entered Praveen’s blood where it began to do 

ahead and caught up to one of the red blood cells



The red blood cell squinted and leaned in towards the vaccine to take a closer look 
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The red blood cell’s scowl suddenly disappeared, and it brightened up with a large 
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approached the back of the white blood cell, and before it even had a chance to 
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consult a lymph node before speaking, but I wouldn’t do that if I were you! Or 
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consult a lymph node before speaking, but I wouldn’t do that if I were you! Or 
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Beep! Boo bop! Ring ring! The vaccine’s eyes widened as it gazed in awe at the bright 
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The white blood cell turned the other way and shouted at a group of white blood 

the Polio 
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The white blood cell that had arrived with the vaccine raised its voice, “Hey every-
one! I think I found what you need!”

They led the vaccine to the training camp in the centre of the bone… the marrow 
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Chapter 6

fun… but he could play video games no problem!
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me! Prasiddha is mine!”

This would take days… All the while Prasiddha would feel exhausted and sick while 
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Location: Prassidha’s bloodstream

me! Prasiddha is mine!”

This would take days… All the while Prasiddha would feel exhausted and sick while 
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Chapter 7

and a powerful gust of air sent droplets right over to Praveen, who breathed them 
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DEEEDOOO DEEEEDOOOO
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Praveen for not having to go through what she did, but she was also really glad he 
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